
Identifying Communicative Competence and Developing Communicative Competence through 

Academic Content - Part 2 

JACQUI KEARNS: We're ready to get started again. It's really hard to come back from those breaks, isn't 

it? So you took a few minutes to jot down a few takeaways from the data session, right? Okay, 

awesome. Well, we're going to move right ahead, okay? So what we know, if the problem is that kids -- 

we have this population of kids who aren't getting the communication supports that they need. Well, 

why not? So you know, first thing you do as researchers, you go and see what the literature says. So the 

next part that we're going to share with you is what does the literature say? So the evidence-based 

practice from 20 years in communication programming for students with significant intellectual 

disabilities is Snell et al. Arty Snell from -- I think she's from Virginia. And this is the National Joint 

Committee on Communication for Persons with Severe Disabilities. You can get to it by going to the 

ASHA website. There are 116 articles published between 1987 and 2007 in refereed journals. They 

describe the communication intervention. They involved one or more participants with severe 

intellectual and developmental disabilities. The evidence reviewed indicates that 96% of the studies 

reported positive changes in some aspect of communication. That's good news, some aspect of 

communication. What I'd like to see in the next ten years is that some aspect of communication be 

towards symbolic communication. These findings supports provision of communication intervention for 

persons with severe intellectual disabilities and developmental disabilities. But we really must get to 

higher levels of symbolic communication. So what can we do? Well, as I said, we asked teachers to 

submit tapes to us, and over of kids' communication, kids that they found particularly challenging. And 

what we found over and over and over again is that we clearly don't have a common definition of what 

communication is. And that's where we have to start. So what we're going to share with you in the next 

little bit is the technique that we use for teaching people what communicative intent is. And so we're 

going to put you through that. At the end, you can tell us whether that would work for you or not, or 

whether you want to use a similar process or not. But we're just going to share what we do. And then, of 

course, you can decide whether you want to use that similar process or not. But we start with intense 

forms and communication. And we try to get everybody centered on that so that we're all speaking the 

same language. It's all about speaking the same language. So I'm going to turn it back over to Dr. 

Kleinert and we'll move -- we'll start with that common definition. JANE KLEINERT: Now when we say 

everybody, we mean everybody. When we train, we ask for the whole team to be there, so the OT, the 

PT, the AT specialist, some district people if they're available, the family, of course the speech language 

pathologist and the educator, special or general, whichever. Now can everybody come always? Well, 

you know, maybe not. But the most success we've seen is when the family is there if they're able to. And 

what we'll talk to you about later if we get to it -- actually, it's more tomorrow. But when we actually 

work with the teams after the first general training, we just use the telephone. It's very complex. You 

put a number in and call people. It's really high tech. UK, we're high tech. And, but the cool thing is if 

mom is driving dad to the airport, she can be on the phone call if they're only 30 minutes, where we talk 

specifically about their son or daughter and what they need. So you can -- you know, you call in from 

everywhere. So the initial meeting is like this, okay, so we do a training. But then after that, we touch 

base every so many weeks on very specific topics or whatever the student is doing. But everybody -- you 

don't have to be in the same place, okay. It's just a conference call. It's just 30 minutes. And it's nice if 



everyone's in one place, but it's perfectly okay if they're not. But we've got to have not just the teacher 

and the SLP, but we've got to have the OT, we've got to have the PT, we have to have the parent, and 

then support from administration, whether that be at a district level. Some districts have incredible 

consultants. They can't be everywhere at one time, but you know, if they can be there some of the time, 

that's great. So that's kind of how it works. So, but in our initial meeting, everybody is there. And we 

come up with the definition, and this is the most simple definition in the world for communication is 

simply that the person has an intention, what he wants to do. He uses some mode, it may be verbal 

language, that would be lovely, but it could be anything. He puts that meaning into a mode, or a way. 

Some people call intent function, and they call mode form. So form and function are intent and mode. 

It's just kind of where you were trained. Doesn't make a bit of difference. It all means the same thing. 

But what people miss is our students are not successful communications not because they don't have 

intent and not because they don't have a mode, but because people don't understand them, okay? 

That's why we get kids scored out at a pre-symbolic level or whatever when, like Bruce, they're actually 

purely symbolic. Or like Shelly, that they could move into an emergent symbolic level. But people don't 

understand them, okay. So part of our training is teaching folks to understand communication, to 

identify it. Oh yeah, I see, he meant this when he did that. So we don't talk about communication. We 

talk about what is successful communication, okay. And so our whole team has to buy in that this 

student can be a successful communicator. We remember that students are symbolic both receptively 

and expressively, and so we don't want to miss those students who just don't have a communication 

system, but they are symbolic receptively. They understand. Everybody, including OT and PT and AT and 

everybody who is connected with the kids, not just the SLP and the teacher, we all have to be able to 

identify the child's intents. We have to know how he expresses those intents. We have to determine if 

other people understand, okay. And then we want to move him eventually to a higher level. But the first 

step is just everybody says, oh yeah, he does communicate. Oh, I missed that. Okay, and we have loads 

of qualitative data, you know, which is just what people said. And one of my favorite quotes is one of 

the team says, our student didn't change; we changed. Okay, meaning he was communicating. We just 

didn't read it. And now that we can read it, we can move him to a higher, more sophisticated level. 

People want to run in with systems and buttons and voice output and iPads and god knows what. You 

know, no. First you just got to see the kids communicating, respond to that, increase it, and then we can 

go to a higher level. Okay, so I used this first tape just to get everybody on the same page, okay? I think 

you have a -- here's your form, right here, that you can use. Or you can just use a sheet of paper. When 

you watch the tapes, what we just would like for you to do is tell what intents that you see the individual 

on the tape using, what forms he uses, and then do people understand him? Okay, so we focus on the 

student, not, you know, the adult so much. We don't want to be criticizing anything. We're just saying, 

what does that student do? The teacher or the SLP or whoever is with him may or may not understand 

him. That's really not what we're looking at. We're looking at what does this student do so I can identify 

that communication, okay? This is our little chart that you're going to use. Now this first one is just a 

typical baby at nine months. And I use it especially if I'm working with OT and PT, who have -- they're 

fabulous, brilliant people, but they may not have a clue about communication because that's just not 

what they're trained in. It would be like me designing a wheelchair. Well, I don't think so, you know? It'd 

be a pretty funny looking wheelchair. So in no way does this -- I hate it when people say, well, he 

functions at an eight month level; he functions at a two month level. In no way am I equating our 



students with infants. I just -- this kid is so clean and it helps, and you may want to get this if you're 

working with people who don't have any background in communication, get a picture of your own baby. 

And so what I want you to do is watch this kid. What are his intentions and how does he express them? 

And does his mom understand them? So it's a good training tape to get people all on the same page. 

[VIDEO BEGINS] MOTHER: [inaudible] vocalizations. We saw that earlier with him to get what he wants. 

Good, repetition and movement to get what he wants. You are such a star. More, mommy. More, 

mommy. You're so heavy, oh my gosh. You're so heavy. You're so heavy. What am I going to do? [VIDEO 

ENDS] JANE KLEINERT: Accepting alternate forms of communication elicits vocalization. He's nine 

months old, okay? Okay, so what intentions did you see him express to his mom? I want more. I like -- 

that's one. I want more. I like this. Okay. I love you, mommy. Okay, okay. Anything else anybody see? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: This is fun. JANE KLEINERT: This is fun, okay. Lots of intentions he's expressing. 

Now how does he express his intentions? His motor form. Yeah, he kind of repeats the movement or 

pushes up off his legs. And he does it -- remember, it's regularized. He does it over and over and over 

again, okay. It's an idiosyncratic movement, isn't it? But it works. Okay, and what else does he do to get 

more? AUDIENCE MEMBER: Looked up at his mom's face. JANE KLEINERT: Good, good. He uses that eye 

contact. How many kids do we have that request or initiate to us by eye contact? Okay, and we just kind 

of dismiss that. Okay, good. What else does he use to get what he wants? A vocalization. And movement 

elicits vocalization. That's just -- I'm saying that on the side as a speech path, which we know. And also 

accepting his -- now did you see the increase in the frequency, the immediacy of his communication 

when he was responded to? And when he wasn't, when his mom kind of slowed down, he added 

vocalization, like come on, kiddo. I'm going to make this even stronger. Okay? And those are tricks we 

use, don't we, as SLPs? We act like we don't know what the kid's saying so he does -- he gets more 

sophisticated to get us. Okay, yeah? AUDIENCE MEMBER: I find interesting the videographer was talking 

and was there, and there was -- do I really need a microphone? Seriously? I found it interesting that the 

videographer was interacting with the mother and the child. I wouldn't have done that if I was 

videotaping, but obviously that child was looking at the videographer when the videographer was 

talking. So I found that very interesting. Obviously the child has really good hearing and interacts with 

whomever is in their face, whoever's around. So some of that was reaction, I think, to the videographer 

as well. So it was very interesting, very interesting. AUDIENCE MEMBER: The videographer was probably 

the SLP, right? JANE KLEINERT: Yeah. It's a training tape. I was at an OT training one time, and the 

woman said, what do you do? And I said I was an SLP. And they said, my god, why don't they put a cork 

in you people? So I was like, oh, okay, I won't talk. Okay, but that's a really, really good point. And that's 

what we want to see with our kids, that -- and it may be that he doesn't respond to you, but if 

somebody's talking to you and he likes that person better, he may respond to that person, okay? So 

that's an incredible observation that we're going to want to look at. Okay, so again, this was only to get 

us on the same page when we talk about students. AUDIENCE MEMBER: But then the desired response? 

JANE KLEINERT: Yes. Oh, I'm sorry, did he get his desired response? Yes, okay. And when mom was slow 

to respond, what did he do? He tried harder, he got more clear, he added vocalization. He upped the 

ante, okay. I really do want you to do this for me. Okay? So whether or not we respond and how quickly 

we respond either increases, in his case increases, but if we didn't respond over time, what would 

happen? His initiation would decrease, okay. So when you pick up a kid in middle school and he's 

relatively unresponsive, is that really who he is? Or has he not been responded to for seven years, and 



so now this is who he appears to be, okay, because people didn't understand him? He may have a great 

deal there. Okay, so we'll start with the first young man, and we're just going to say what am I saying? 

Okay? And we're focused on the student. And when we run these, like this is -- these are example tapes 

that schools sent in to us. And so when we run them, we have a little form and it looks like the one you 

have. And then it has additional columns, which tomorrow we'll talk about more. But they say like what 

are the great things the child -- the student is doing? What are the great things the teacher is doing? 

And then where would you go from here? Okay? As opposed to, oh, somebody missed this or they 

missed that, or something like that, because that is a negative kind of response, you know, saying to the 

teacher, who's probably sitting in the room with you, oh, you missed this. That's not the point. And 

when we run them, they're with a whole -- all the teams that the district has sent. And so you get not 

only the feedback from that teacher and her team, but from all the other people who may have had this 

student last year and, you know, would be able to give input or whatever. So it's a very positive kind of 

feedback thing. Looking at what are the great things the kid does -- student does. What are the great 

things the teacher does? And where could we go from here? And that's kind of, you know, like we could 

try this, we could try that, okay? So just -- but all we're talking about with you guys is just what do you 

think his intentions is, what form did he put it, and was he understood? Okay, did he get what he 

wanted? [VIDEO BEGINS] TEACHER: All right, Jay, let's get this right. We have one, one short, one long -- 

JANE KLEINERT: Teaching about rectangles. And he's blind. TEACHER: Feel that one in your hand. Hold 

onto it. JANE KLEINERT: He sleeps most of the day. TEACHER: I want you to hold it, not let it go. Hold it. 

Jay, that's my hand. You're trying to push my hand away? Is that what you're doing? You're supposed to 

hold it. Let's feel it in our hands. Let's squeeze it. Let's squeeze it. Okay, now take it back. All right, here's 

another rectangle. [VIDEO ENDS] JANE KLEINERT: Okay, so what -- do you think Jeremiah is intentional? 

Yes, okay, definitely we agree with that. So what intentions does he try to express? I don't want to do 

this. AUDIENCE MEMBER: Leave me alone. JANE KLEINERT: Leave me alone, okay. Is he frustrated? 

Frustration, okay. Now how does he tell you that? What did he do that you knew that? He drops the 

thing off to the side, okay. AUDIENCE MEMBER: Moves his hand. JANE KLEINERT: He moves his hand. He 

tries to push away, which he doesn't have great coordination, but that's really high level, a push away. 

Okay. AUDIENCE MEMBER: He grabs her and vocalizes. JANE KLEINERT: Good, he grabs her and he 

vocalizes. Somebody over here said vocalization. Okay. Now the vocalization came after a while because 

why? She didn't -- yeah, she didn't understand. Okay, she wasn't reading that as communication, okay. 

So was he successful in his communication? Unfortunately, no. But is he communicating? Yes, 

absolutely. Okay, so this is the kind of stuff if you -- you read this very, very well. Obviously we have a 

roomful of people with great expertise. But that's a great way to train the people with whom you work, 

okay. And you say, well, I'm the SLP. But what a great -- I mean, what a great way to train your team, 

you know? And the thing is that when we're in the setting, all of us have done exactly what you're going 

to see in every single one of these tapes. I can remember doing every single one of these things, okay. 

Because I'm so -- as an SLP, I'm so focused. As a teacher, I've got eight other kids over here who are 

going to kill each other if I'm not watching them, okay? So unless you can pull back and watch, then it's 

really hard to see this stuff, you know? And that's why it's a neat way to train, because you can kind of 

objectively watch what's going on and you're not -- the teacher doesn't; have all this other stuff in her 

head. She can just watch what's going on here. Yes? AUDIENCE MEMBER: So she has her objective. She's 

going to take the data on that rectangle [inaudible]. JANE KLEINERT: Exactly, exactly. And everything we 



see, we've all done. You know, we've got our agenda. This is what I'm doing with you. I don't care if you 

don't want to do it. This is what I'm doing. Okay, so this is a young man who is about 16, 15. He's 

diagnosed as having autism. And what do you think Alex is saying? Whoops, wait a minute, go back. 

Okay. Come on, Alex, talk to us. There you go. [VIDEO BEGINS] TEACHER: Hi, my name is Stacy, and this 

is Alex. And we're going to be working together today on his IEP goals: discriminating his name and 

some of the letters in his name, and making choices for a break or a walk. Please stop pulling my hair. 

Thank you. Alex, you need to leave your shirt on. Ready? This one says Alex. Alex. Alex, show me Alex. 

Leave your shirt on, please. Thank you, good job. Alex. Good, I like the way you're ready to work. Show 

me -- Alex. Let go, please. Thank you. [VIDEO ENDS] JANE KLEINERT: Okay. Is Alex -- is Alex intentional? 

Yes. Now whole list of Alex intents. What's he -- what's he saying? Bored. Look at me. Yes, I need your 

attention, good. AUDIENCE MEMBER: I know who I am. JANE KLEINERT: I know who I am. This isn't quite 

making a lot of sense to me, okay. Say again? AUDIENCE MEMBER: I'm in control of the situation. JANE 

KLEINERT: Ooh, ooh. I would like control, okay. AUDIENCE MEMBER: That's a statement. JANE KLEINERT: 

Hush. AUDIENCE MEMBER: She introduced herself to the camera or whoever, and he followed her. It 

was like, hey, what about me? JANE KLEINERT: Good, very good, okay. Stop, good. AUDIENCE MEMBER: 

I also think he had a little bit of a sense of humor because he had a good smile on his face. JANE 

KLEINERT: Yes. And humor is super important. We can play with that. We can get somewhere with the 

humor. That's very important. But there's one other thing he said to the teacher. I like you. I like to feel 

things, I like other people, and I really like you. even if I have to find Sven's name -- who the hell Sven is, 

I don't know. I like you, okay. So that's really important. Now what forms does Alex use? Many. Okay, he 

grabs. He smiles. He uses eye gaze. He touches. He hides. He removes himself from the situation with his 

shirt, okay. Good, he -- and I think that's kind of either hello or I want your attention. Yeah, yeah, okay, 

very good. Is he successful? Yeah, he's -- he didn't get out of it, but he did get a lot of attention, even if it 

was negative. And that's what we learned with Alex is what he wants is human attention. It doesn't 

matter if it's positive or negative, okay. So then we can use that with Alex to get him to be using 

communication in a more sophisticated manner. Now all the kids you see we'll treat again this 

afternoon, but you'll actually take them and design how you might -- what you might want to see done 

with them, and then we'll see what the teachers ended up doing with them. Okay. AUDIENCE MEMBER: 

Teachers are very brave for sending their tapes in. JANE KLEINERT: Is it this? It's not this teacher, it's 

another teacher, but whenever I see her, she says, stop showing that tape. I figured it out. And I go, you 

signed the waiver, hon. No, she's kidding. If she really didn't want to, of course we wouldn't do that. 

Now this little girl, this is the danger of yes/no, okay? The first thing we see on systems is yes/no. I'm 

going to ask you a yes/no question. Do you approve of Obamacare? Yes/no question, isn't it? But look at 

all the content and knowledge and experience to get to the answer yes/no. And that's what we do to 

kids. We assume for some reason they understand this abstract yes/no, okay. So watch this young lady. 

She's just a really interesting gal. They want to include her in the classroom, and you'll have a lot of 

statements about whether or not she was truly included. And they have this -- they're going to keep her 

there by this -- by feeding raisins, which, you know, primary reinforcers. But anyway. So if she wants -- 

she has to ask for the raisins. Or she has to answer the question: do you want the raisin? Okay, so it's a 

yes/no switch. So just watch what happens when Gracie wants to tell you what she wants. [VIDEO 

BEGINS] TEACHER: [inaudible]. You can hear people talking in the hall? What else? How about Hannah. 

Hannah, what can you hear? Dogs barking, okay. What can you hear? Say that again? Dogs growl. Good, 



that's a good one. [inaudible]. Thank you. People yelling at each other like? Cats growling? Have you 

heard cats growling? JANE KLEINERT: Isn't she fascinating? She's like checking where the raisins are. And 

she said, do you want a raisin? Yes/no? She knows if you hit a switch, you get something. She's just not 

ready for that really hard yes/no thing. [inaudible]. Look at the -- she has autism. Look at the eye 

contact, direct engagement with those eyes. We teach people to be autistic sometimes, don't we? Okay. 

Oh, let's let her run a little bit more. Come on. Look how she's trying to figure out what is it you want 

from me. Look how smart she is. What is it you want from me? I'll try it one more time. I would have hit 

the other one if you let me! And all the time you're thinking, yeah, give her the freaking raisin, okay? 

Just give it to her. Okay. [VIDEO ENDS] AUDIENCE MEMBER: [inaudible]. JANE KLEINERT: That's right, her 

peer wants a raisin too. Okay, okay. Tell me -- we know the intents. You know, want the raisin. I want to 

do what you want me to do. I'm problem solving. Tell me all the forms, the exquisite forms that Gracie 

uses. Vocalization directed to the adult. Point, reach, eye gaze. And she has autism and she's using eye 

gaze to communicate. Okay. AUDIENCE MEMBER: She's searching. JANE KLEINERT: She's searching, very 

good. AUDIENCE MEMBER: [inaudible]. JANE KLEINERT: [inaudible]. AUDIENCE MEMBER: She's looking 

to communicate. JANE KLEINERT: Yes, yes. AUDIENCE MEMBER: She looks for it when she moves it 

away. JANE KLEINERT: Yes, yes, yes. Okay, so she's -- I'm sorry, go ahead. AUDIENCE MEMBER: She's 

engaging. Was she trying to sign more? JANE KLEINERT: Yes. As a matter of fact, she does sign more. I 

forgot that. Very good, okay. And that's one thing that -- what's your -- AUDIENCE MEMBER: Nora. JANE 

KLEINERT: That Nora was talking to me about at the break. Clearly, somebody has taught her another 

communication system before she got to kindergarten. So now we're over here in preschool and we've 

taught her to sign, okay. And this is cool, and we wrote that in our report. We even went to the IFSP -- 

IEP meeting and said, this system is working beautifully. Now I'm in kindergarten, it's a transition. It's all 

gone, okay. I'm going to start my system. And haven't we all done it? I have done it. Switch the system, 

didn't keep what the other person has, and then doesn't read because we weren't -- weren't -- we didn't 

remember or whatever that the kid actually uses sign, which is that emerging symbolic, and if we went 

farther could go into symbolic communication. And is Gracie smart? Oh yeah, Gracie is problem solving 

out the wazoo, okay. So these transitions, we can have a system in place sometimes, but then it gets lost 

in the transition, okay, in the system as you were saying. JACQUI KEARNS: And I want to make a real 

important point about this particular thing too. If they want -- it's fine to teach a new system and add to 

kids' systems. But what they're not doing is acknowledging the other system. So when she says -- when 

she signed more, they said, oh yes, you signed more, but I want you to use the switch. Acknowledging 

that she did communicate and that you understood, acknowledging, and then when she finally does 

what you want her to do with the thing that you want her to do -- now of course the yes/no is a little bit 

too hard. Oh, you hit the button, but you hit the wrong button. Show her how to hit the button. Hit the 

right one. They never show her which is the correct one. So that's really important too. So you can teach 

new systems, and we want to teach multiple systems -- JANE KLEINERT: Yes. Multiple -- people worry 

about multiple systems. The child's not usually confused. She might have -- why would you take away 

her more, for more? It's there. If you want to add a voice output system, that's great. But if she's got a 

good, clean more, why confuse her? Why not get four more responses on the little cheap talk with the 

four pictures? Now I've got five things to say. Okay? So mixing systems, as long as the kid is okay with it, 

I'd go with it because our kids have so few output to begin with. Why would I take one away and put it 

someplace else? I'm not going to sacrifice one of the spots on here when she's got a perfectly good no, 



let's say. You know, our kids with CP, when they've got a good no and they've got an acceptable yes, 

why put it on their system when they only have one movement and they can just barely get to it, you 

know? JACQUI KEARNS: So acknowledging is important. And then acknowledge versus honor. You don't 

always have to honor every communication. When my kids -- and when I don't acknowledge, mommy, I 

want -- my kids use oral speech. And if I don't acknowledge it, that they've just told me something, five 

seconds later I'll get the same request. And then five seconds later, I'll get the same request. I don't 

always -- if I don't acknowledge it, I'm going to get the same request. But I don't have to honor the 

request if I acknowledge, oh, okay, so you want to watch such and such on TV. I don't have to -- I can 

say, I hear you, but not right now. Do you see what I mean? I don't have to honor it. There's a difference 

between acknowledging that communication has happened and honoring the request, the request 

that's being made. So, but we have to be much, much better at acknowledging, oh, all the forms and the 

intents. Oh, you want -- you want the raisin. I know you want the raisin. Here's how you get the raisin. 

Teach how to get the raisin. Don't just wait for it to happen out of the blue. So the difference between 

acknowledge and honor. And also teach, not just hope that it's going to -- teach explicitly, systematically 

so that it happens and the kid has errorless opportunities to learn, not that maybe she'll hit the right 

button, the yes button. Because clearly she knows that the button is there, and she knows what it's for. 

She knows I'm supposed to hit a button. She hasn't made the discrimination yet between the yellow 

button and the red button. She just knows there's a button. But if we want to teach her to use the 

button and that's our goal, then we have to model what she's supposed to do if she makes an error. 

Does that make sense? So there's this whole process that has to happen in there. JANE KLEINERT: 

There's even this one tiny clip in there where she hits the wrong button and she moves her hand to hit 

the other button, and it's taken away real quickly. And that was a shame because, yeah, she was 

problem solving. She's smart. She thought a long time before she hit it, and then she hit it and it didn't 

work, so she went, but the button was gone. Okay, yeah? AUDIENCE MEMBER: [inaudible] JANE 

KLEINERT: Oh, I'm sorry, I'm sorry. AUDIENCE MEMBER: So looking at this whole scenario, even though 

it's only part, I'm just -- I'm also wondering more complexly that if the goal is to get this little girl to 

participate and be engaged in what the rest of the class is actually doing, and the reinforcer is the raisin, 

maybe right now is not the time to be teaching the yes/no part, but actually to give her a couple 

minutes to be engaged, to let her engage in what the teacher might be doing as a team, not distracting 

the little girl, but maybe have her sit next to the little girl in pink for, I don't know, two minutes. Then let 

her have a raisin. And if she's done with that frustration piece, if she's frustrated, then let her move. And 

then maybe we can go teach yes/no a little bit separately, but right now there's so much going on that 

what can that little girl concentrate on? She's certainly not engaging in any way in what's going on over 

here, so the inclusive part of that might be slightly lost. JACQUI KEARNS: It absolutely is lost. It 

absolutely is lost. That's a really important part. We're only -- we're primarily interested in the 

communication part, but it absolutely is lost. And opportunities to communicate within that lesson are 

also lost. Absolutely a really, really important point. We want her to -- the teacher to have -- in fact, the 

teacher does mention her name and asks her, but they sort of ignore all of that. Now whether they -- 

yeah. And they're asking her to do too many different things. If you wanted to sit in the group and you 

want to do that with raisins, then sit in the group and just pass raisings. I get that. So, but too often we 

ask kids to do too many things. You're absolutely right on. And there was another somebody who 

wanted -- somebody over here and then somebody over here. JANE KLEINERT: Okay, and then there's 



somebody here. No? Done? AUDIENCE MEMBER: See, I have great sympathy for the lady in the green 

shirt because here's the deal. She is probably a very minimally instructed paraprofessional who is told, 

go into this regular education classroom with this child and keep her quiet while she does her lesson. 

She does not have training, probably, I'm guessing, because I see it every single day that this is what 

inclusion -- and if I could, I would with both hands, I'd do air quotes. You know, this is inclusion. The child 

is physically in the classroom. The regular ed teacher has no training, more than likely, and support. The 

IA or paraprofessional has very little support and she is doing her best to keep this poor child quiet. JANE 

KLEINERT: Yes, absolutely. AUDIENCE MEMBER: And I have great sympathy for her. And that's the piece 

we need to change. It's just not happening. JANE KLEINERT: And I really love the point that you both 

have made, that there are multiple reasons for her to be in this classroom. But the big thing is that we 

don't just want physical presence. We want actual inclusion. And that would be if they can get her up 

close to the kid with the pink shirt and they can share the raisins and she can listen. And that's one 

target. The communication is a whole other target, okay. And you're exactly right. To do them both at 

one time is overwhelming to the teacher or the para, but it's certainly overwhelming to the child, okay? 

And so -- and you'll see another tape right after this which is just -- I'm not going to tell you. I'll let you 

figure it out, but it's exactly the same thing, just it's trying to do two things at one time and therefore 

neither of them being accomplished. Okay, and then that's who we're going to see next. We're going to 

try to figure out what Paige is telling the teacher. This is the teacher who I see and she says, will you 

stop running that tape? As soon as I saw it, I figured it out. But see what Paige is telling her teacher here. 

It's a little -- it's a little three-choice, and there's drink and eat, and then there's a foil in between. I think 

it's a marker or something. And so Paige is supposed to tell the teacher or the SLP, whoever it is, if she 

wants to eat or drink, okay. Now we can take issue that the only thing that shows up on systems are eat, 

drink, bathroom, and I don't know, maybe hello if we're lucky, okay. Well, you know, I don't know if 

you've ever heard Stephen Calculator, he's up in I want to say New Hampshire, I'm not sure. But he does 

-- he trains all over in communication for persons with significant disabilities. And years ago, he said, 

when you go to a dinner party, do people give you one bite and then make you ask for more? Oh, no. 

You know, but heck, I never thought it through, you know? And so there will be things like that that 

you'll notice, but really what we want to know is what Paige is saying, okay. And she has a very specific 

thing she's trying to get across. [VIDEO BEGINS] TEACHER: Okay, Paige. JANE KLEINERT: Look at this. 

TEACHER: Looking to eat? Do you want to bite or do you want to drink? Can you tell me? Which do you 

want? JANE KLEINERT: Now drink is over here across -- bite is over here. TEACHER: Which one? Tell me 

which one you want. Tell me which one. JANE KLEINERT: Remember I had a system before? STUDENT: I 

want a marker. TEACHER: You want a marker? We're not -- we're not going to play with markers today. 

Do you want to drink or a bite? JANE KLEINERT: Keep watching. I want a bite. And where is bite? 

TEACHER: Which one do you want? You want a drink? JANE KLEINERT: Okay, fine, I'll take a drink if that's 

all I can get. TEACHER: All right, Paige. What else do you want? What else do you want, Paige? Can you 

tell me? What else do you want? Do you want a bite or a drink or a marker? Very good. I love how you 

told me all by yourself, Paige. JANE KLEINERT: Now the person she's working with is wonderful. She's 

acknowledging everything. She just -- what's Paige doing? Yes, if I could move the box, I could get to 

bite. But someone told him that she has to do what? Cross the midline. Screw the midline! Now this 

goes on until Paige starts to cry, so we'll stop, okay. Because she's a very bright young lady, as you'll see 

later in the day. [VIDEO ENDS] JANE KLEINERT: Okay, so what was Paige saying? I want to eat. I really do 



want to eat. I have multiple ways to tell you that I want to eat, okay. What forms did she use? She had 

some signs, okay, but what else did she use? She'd reach to the teacher and then she would pull the box 

over because she knows, she's so bright even though she may not look it, that were I to pull this box 

over, I wouldn't have to cross the midline and I could get to eat. Was she successful? No. And don't run 

the whole thing because she starts crying because she's so frustrated. Okay this goes right back to the 

point -- could you tell me your name? AUDIENCE MEMBER: Jennifer. JANE KLEINERT: Jennifer made. Is if 

you teach two skills at one time, they both suffer, okay. I'm all into crossing the midline if somebody 

wants you to cross the midline. You just go for it and cross that midline all you want. But don't be doing 

it when I'm trying to communicate. And the one that makes you the craziest is when they say, well, we 

put his high interest one on the side, on the hard side, so he has to cross the midline. No, he's going to 

go crazy and bite himself, okay. That's what's going to happen. Because he can't cross the midline. And 

what difference is it to use a system like this versus a system that goes vertical and I do this, and I'm 

happy and successful? And then when I'm supposed to cross the midline for something else, we can 

cross the midline. So it's just like Jennifer was talking about, teaching two skills in the classroom at the 

same time. And I understand -- you know, we think this is trans-disciplinary, and I understand that 

completely that we all want to reinforce each other's goals. But some things are too difficult to teach at 

the same time. And when our students get upset and we decrease both abilities, then that's not going to 

get us anywhere. JACQUI KEARNS: Another thing about that particular one is that she -- crossing the 

midline, sometimes we use cross the midline to tell us that a student is making discriminatory choice -- 

is discriminating the stimulus. And we want to be careful about that too. And people will tell us, well, we 

don't want to put it where they can reach it because then they'll hit it all the time. Yeah, that's okay. 

Well, yeah, that's okay. Absolutely, we want that to happen. We want him to hit it all the time, and we 

want them to learn not to hit -- that's okay, but we better make it available and easy to get to and the 

student to learn to control their body movements than to be frustrated when I have to cross the midline 

and I can't do that. Because what we see, and we have another -- I don't know if we included this other 

tape. We had this other tape and they put a switch where the kid had to cross the midline. And we said, 

so what does your data tell you about his crossing the midline, hit this switch to tell you -- you know, it 

decreased. Well, hmm, is that what you wanted to happen? Did you really want his data on -- his 

communication data to decrease because he had to cross the midline? Did you really want that? So 

that's kind of a hard -- but they said, but he was making a discriminatory response. Mm-hmm, 

absolutely. And that's good, but could we have done that another way that allowed us to keep both 

things up, that would tell us that, yes, he is making a discriminatory response. We know that. But it's 

easy for him to get to. And it keeps the responding up. We want to keep the responding up. If we 

decrease the responding, then we don't know whether he's making a discriminatory response or not, 

and we don't know whether he's making a response or not. Does that make sense? So some things you 

have to look at -- you have to see not from -- it's hard to see when you're the one who's doing the 

instruction. JANE KLEINERT: Very difficult, yeah. Yeah, yeah. The other thing that Jacqui just reminded 

me of is -- and she had mentioned this earlier. A lot of times, one of the first things -- first switch we give 

is one that says, hey, come here. Hey, hey, hey, you know? Just because what is Alex doing? Alex wants 

attention. You know, what do all these students want? And so the teacher -- it's great to be a consultant. 

You know, you go in and say that stuff and leave, and then you don't have to put up with the fact that 

for the next two weeks, the kid hits hey, come here all day long. But then what that gives the teacher 



the opportunity to teach the child is the discriminative response. She acknowledges and says, but I'm 

with Bobby right now. Doesn't every kid have to learn to wait? We don't say, don't initiate to me at all. 

we say to our typically developing kids, sure, I hear you, but you're going to have to wait a minute, okay. 

Why would our kids not have to learn to do that as well? So, and hitting it all the time? You know, we're 

like more power to you, kid. You know, hit it, hit it, hit it, and then they understand by the teacher's 

response when that's going to be useful, and it'll naturally go down. Okay, well, I think this is the last of 

our students, and he's a very interesting young man. He has Down syndrome and he's also diagnosed 

with autism. And I'll just show you first the kinds of things he does because later in the session, we'll 

treat Steven -- or we'll intervene with Steven and see what he can really do. But I just want to see what -

- oops, I want to see who you think Steven is first here. [VIDEO BEGINS] JANE KLEINERT: It's a fan. Uh oh, 

it went off. Okay, now right there you know Steven's a smart cookie, don't you? But what they're 

teaching him to do -- they don't mean to be doing this, but they're teaching him to look autistic, aren't 

they? You know, Steven has the use of a switch. Why is he doing this? Okay, it's like years ago we had 

this -- oh man, when switches first came in, there was this little character that went up and down the 

fire engine ladder. You remember it. We all had it. My god, it was -- oh, here is a switch, man! I'm using 

it. So the data would show that the kid could do it, okay. But after a couple of weeks, the data dropped. 

Why? Because I don't care about the fricking man going up and down the ladder anymore. You know, 

I've learned switch use. Now put me to something where it's for communication or it's for education or 

it's to control the computer, you know, or to call someone. Let's do something with the switch. And so 

while Steven knows the switch, it's kind of pointless. We don't need the switch anymore. See, and then 

he doesn't look at bright as he is. [VIDEO ENDS] JANE KLEINERT: But then I want you to watch Steven. 

Now here's another case where he's learned one way to do something, and they really want him to do it 

a different way. But what I want you to do is count all the ways Steven asks for more, okay? And just 

keep counting them. And does it have to be just one way? [VIDEO BEGINS] JANE KLEINERT: These are 

Cheetos. Okay, one. Two. Now he's supposed to do the more thing, okay. Three. Four. I'll follow it where 

it goes and direct my eye gaze to somebody else. He is patient. Five. Six, put it here on the table. Seven. 

Wow, seven. Eight. Nine, in my hand, I'll take it in my hand. And now I'm going to be autistic, okay? 

[VIDEO ENDS] JANE KLEINERT: See, see what happens when we miss a communication, we create other 

behaviors out of frustration. He had to go through seven or eight until he finally did the one that they 

said he had to do, and he went back to the more. But all that time is lost, all that wonderful 

communication is lost. Our point is to increase communication, not one specific sign, okay? And a lot of 

people argue that more is generic anyway. I don't have a problem with it, but a lot of people don't like it 

because it's generic. It doesn't teach any differentiated response, so there's an argument there, okay. So 

that's our friend, Steven. And is he a problem solver? Yes, he did it with the fan. He did it with these 

people. Is there a lot more in there than we're giving Steven credit for? Yes, and you will see him later. 

Okay. So taking action now, is this -- do we take action yet? JACQUI KEARNS: Before we take action. 

JANE KLEINERT: I don't know if we're taking action yet or not. JACQUI KEARNS: Before we take action, 

this kind of is the heart of how we -- what we do to get everybody centered on is are we 

communicating? What is communication and differentiating communication, intents forms, and output? 

So why don't you take about two minutes and write down the takeaways from this section? And then 

we'll go into what we did, the taking action part. So take a few minutes and process what you learned 

here. Write down the things that you want to remember, that you want to take away from this 



particular section. Okay, we're going to -- JANE KLEINERT: Mention a couple of takeaways? JACQUI 

KEARNS: Would you like to share a couple of takeaways with us, whoever has the microphone. Whoever 

has the microphone is standing in the back. Takeaways, what did you take away from this section? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: I think -- SLP in the past and now a consultant, so just sharing the information to 

watch for all forms of communication intent. Acknowledge them. You know, don't make one right or 

wrong. Sharing that with -- JACQUI KEARNS: Okay, awesome, thank you. Others? Same? Okay. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: And just the importance of identifying communication. Okay, the whole team, the 

whole team can identify communication. AUDIENCE MEMBER: [inaudible] every time he does something 

to communicate. Every time he was doing a different communication intent, acknowledge it. You know, 

every single one of them. JANE KLEINERT: Yes, that would be great. JACQUI KEARNS: You may not have 

to honor it, but you certainly want to acknowledge it. If you want to teach him to use a different form, 

then you have to model what you want him to do, systematically. AUDIENCE MEMBER: I think the power 

of videotaping, because we can't when we're in the moment. We don't see it. So periodically trying to 

videotape, and as a team reviewing that videotape and saying what we're seeing. JACQUI KEARNS: 

Absolutely. We have found the video -- in as much as they're sometimes extremely painful to watch, 

videotape is very helpful for a couple of reasons. One, it allows the team to step back and watch for the 

things that they might be missing from the student. It also helps them see the things that maybe they're 

doing that they in the moment can't control or hadn't thought about that may be inhibiting what they 

want to have happen. But also videotape is an incredible -- for this whole transition piece that we talked 

about on the break, collecting videotapes as kids progress through the levels so that you can show the 

next people what they've learned. Does that make sense? That keeping the -- keeping a videotaped 

record to share along the way throughout the transitions shows people -- a video as a record, a tangible 

record that words cannot convey as well what progress the student makes. It's also really helpful to 

share with parents and families in terms of if the student's not doing something at home and is doing 

something at school, and as a regular part of the team. JANE KLEINERT: Okay. JACQUI KEARNS: Okay, 

what we're going to do now, I'm going to give them a little direction. We're a little bit ahead of schedule, 

and we know that you have to be done at 11:30 for your lunch break. So we're going to go ahead and 

start on the next section, which is taking action, what we would need to put in place for the cases that 

you saw, what we'd like to see. And we're going to go through part of that. We're going to end with a 

video called Hunter. And then when we come back from lunch, we will pick up right from there. So let 

you know. Now if we were really -- if we'd done our job really, really well, we would have told you to 

take your agenda and mark off the first two things because we're done with those, and we're in the 

middle of the third. And so just so you know where we are and to help you monitor your own progress 

through the day. So we're going to go ahead with that, and then we're really trying to help you break at 

11:30 so you can get to your keynote presenter for lunch. JANE KLEINERT: Yeah, so we're using 

schedules like we do with our kids, with autism. Because I think they get into a session and they're like, 

dear god, it will never end. I will be coding eye contact for the rest of my life. So if they see there's an 

end to it -- and that's how I get through conferences, man. Oh, thank god they're done with that. They're 

done with that. Okay. Okay, so we're moving into -- so what are we going to do? We've identified our 

students. We know what their needs are. We can identify their communication. So we talked with 

Sharon and some other folks before we came, and they had at least four major things that they wanted 

to see included in this next section. And that was the use of AAC. Who are the team members that 



support the student? The entire team. What are effective educational strategies that could be used? 

And then how can we take all of this and put it in an inclusive setting? How does it fit in? So that's what 

we're going to talk about from now on. Now with AAC, it's going to be just the facts, ma'am. I don't 

know if -- are you too young for Jack Webb and Dragnet? Just the facts, ma'am. Oh my god, I got this car 

and it had satellite radio. And on satellite radio, there is this old radio show station. Oh my god, I am 

addicted. My children are really worried about me. I'll sit in the car till the end of the Jack Webb Show. 

Just the facts, ma'am. They're really concerned. Okay, so just the facts about AAC. Because we have AT 

and SLPs here. But you may -- other folks may not have them. And also if you train, you go back and 

train, this is a nice clean way that you could also use to train. So I'm not assuming you don't have this 

knowledge. I know we've got a roomful of people with it. It's a good, clean way to train. And then there 

might be some folks who don't have the knowledge and will go in. So just the facts on AAC. All we're 

going to talk about is who uses it, what is it, when do you use it, and why. Well, you already know the 

why. We spent the whole morning with the why. So let's just do the others in kind of a clean, simple 

fashion. Who uses it? Well, it's definitely what we call a womb to tomb system, okay. We use it with our 

kids in early intervention, as early as possible, and all the way through to our adults in hospice, okay. So 

it's any form of communication other than the standard verbal, okay, that allows the person to express 

his wants, needs, gain attention, all of those kinds of things. So it's currently used with people who have 

neuro motor disorders such as cerebral palsy, individuals with progressive disorders like ALS and MS, 

acquired brain injury, stroke. Children with developmental disabilities is who we're talking about. So that 

might be children with autism, cerebral palsy, childhood apraxia of speech, genetic disorders, significant 

intellectual disabilities, okay. And we're primarily talking about kids in that last group who may also have 

cerebral palsy, autism, blindness, all those other kinds of things going on. So it's not like we can whip out 

one system. Because if you look at Jeremiah, he doesn't have vision and he has very limited movement, 

and he primes the pump to get the movement. He does this and then finally hits what he wants. He's 

very different than Bruce, who could sit there and he -- you know, he is drooling a little bit and he's 

having trouble, but he's got a single finger, so he can access virtually anything. He couldn't do a 

keyboard, but he certainly could do an on-screen system. Okay, so what is it? AAC is a form of 

communication used by individuals who are not oral speakers. Simplest definition around. It can range 

from high, very high, complex tech to low tech or no tech, okay. AAC can be a true symbolic language 

system. It can be very complex. It can be print. It can be text to speech, where I type in, hit the button, it 

says what I say. That's very complex, true language communication. But it could be something like 

simple gestures, single pictures, a sign or two. Real objects, you know. I mean, we forget that real 

objects are absolutely fine. You know, why do we have to make the choices with the picture of the 

cheerios when the kid doesn't know what a picture is, but he knows what a cheerio is? Okay, so the real 

cheerio. You want a real cheerio or you want milk? This would be fine, okay. And AAC has been common 

for over 25 years. Okay, so when do we use it? We got to dispel the myths early and as soon as possible. 

There is no specific right age for AAC. We do not wait. We used to say we waited till five, heaven forbid, 

and then we said three. There is no age, okay? We use it with typical babies. All the yups out there, and 

you know they're signing with their kids. The typically developing kids, I am pointing the finger. You 

know, and so why would we not do it with our kids with disabilities? It's only fostering progress in the 

typically developing kids. And the data says, as we said, that using AAC fosters oral speech if there's 

potential there. So we begin as soon as the need for communication is identified. Because we gesture 



with our babies. What are we saying? You want up? Show mama. Show mama you want up. You know, I 

mean, that's essentially -- that would be a lovely system for a kid if he could initiate that way and tell 

you he wants up or no or something like that, okay? So research indicates that those who use AAC are 

not less likely to develop speech, are actually more likely to develop speech, okay, if they have the 

potential for it. Okay, so where are we going to go with it? You know, we could -- we see Bruce, who 

could have had a complex system, but he didn't. We see Shelly with a single switch that might be 

expanded. There are infinite possibilities. There is no one system. One thing that I try to get across to 

folks, they get so caught up in the fact that the kids should use a voice output system. He should use a 

switch. He should use a little cheap talk. He should use an iPad. And all of that is true. That's moving up 

in sophistication. But if it's hard work for a kid, and I didn't bring the tape of Zane, but we probably could 

run her tomorrow. There's a little girl, very bright child, and they couldn't find a way for her to scan, 

okay. And they spent months and they finally got this switch down here on her knee. And okay, but all 

those months, what we kept trying to say was, that's wonderful, but when she's doing her academics, go 

ahead and use the eye point, which was perfectly clean, and do two or three choices and we can -- 

cheap, quick, dirty, doesn't cost a penny, okay? It could be a clear Plexiglas so you can see her eye point, 

or you put them far enough apart on a piece of cardboard with her options, A, B, C, D, and she answers 

the questions. And that way, Zane progresses in math and science and reading or whatever it is she's 

doing, or alphabet. She was in preschool, so her alphabet or whatever, her academics. And it's easy and 

she's not stressed. And then we can work on fun things like requesting, which they did, and they did that 

she wanted this music to play on the computer or whatever. We have a little tape of her doing that, a 

transition tape which is beautifully done. So the idea is that it doesn't have to be any one way. It would 

be nice if it's voice output, but if it isn't, it's not the end of the world. We need to do something now. 

When we have children who are going to X university, the best in the whole world for aug comm, okay, 

and they go and they get this incredible evaluation, which is fabulous, and they suggest this incredible 

system which costs $8,000, then we go back home and we wait for two years to get the $8,000 funded. 

So what I ask of parents is do all that. That's wonderful. Those people are brilliant. But don't leave till 

they've given you a handmade system that you can take home with you that mirrors what they're going 

to use, and you can use it now, okay? So remember, AAC needs to be used today. If you have to wait for 

it to be funded, it's lovely, but ain't going to do you any good, okay? And so all the kid's academics and 

his literacy and his communication, his behavior, they all suffer because you didn't give me something I 

could use today. Please don't feel bad that you made it. It's not glitzy, but who cares? You know, so it's 

not sexy. That's okay, you know. It's there. It's a system he can use right now. And I can mirror most 

things just made that you can do. So you want a linking system? We said, you know, you just make the 

little tab for the different parts of the day or the different thing that you would link to on an iPad. You 

just stick them out far enough so the kid can bop it over and go to that page, okay. So what I want to 

stress is low tech or no tech or whatever you call it is great. Please don't think it has to be some sexy, 

high tech instrument, okay? He has to communicate today. Our goal is that he gets that lovely 

instrument because it'll take him much farther, but he has to communicate today. So here's a little boy. 

He's sort of the antithesis of Bruce because he's very much like Bruce. He has a little bit more control. 

You don't see the drooling with him. But he has cerebral palsy. He has a hand that works very well. But 

the difference is he started with AAC in preschool. And there was this unbelievable AT person, beyond 

anybody I have ever met, who pushed and pushed and pushed and said, this child must have an aug 



comm system. In this particular case, the SLPs were saying, but he won't talk. We're like, you know, he 

will. They just needed the information. So the AT person started him first on the 32-choice board, but it 

confines him to what? 32 choices. But it's all here. He's a typically developing kid inside his little head, 

okay, even though he has developmental delays otherwise. So they shifted -- he came and we all worked 

together and blah, blah, blah. And so we shifted him to an iPad. It has just Proloquo2go, which is just a 

linking dynamic screen. And they built his academics into it constantly. The AT person was as truly 

beyond anybody I've ever had a chance to work with. And so this is just -- this is Hunter in kindergarten. 

It should have been Bruce in kindergarten, okay? So it's just a nice little -- oops. Did you like it? That was 

a good tape, wasn't it? With his friend. [VIDEO BEGINS] JANE KLEINERT: And you'll have things to say 

that would be better. CHILD: Fireman. Here comes the truck. JANE KLEINERT: He'll look at her and it 

takes him a long time to focus. He's clearing up here. That's why it's being repeated, because he's so 

bright. He's going to be a manager. Get the ladder, the hat. Play, humor. We don't get to do that with 

our typical friends. CHILD: Get the ladder. Get the hat. Give me the hat. Here comes the truck and the 

ladder. Give me the truck. JANE KLEINERT: Just lets them all run. I'm so funny, I dropped it. [inaudible]. 

CHILD: Here comes the truck. Here comes the truck. Here comes the truck. Here comes the truck. Here 

comes the truck. [VIDEO ENDS] JANE KLEINERT: Okay. There's something definitely missing on this 

system. What is it? What should he have had on there? He has all these, you go do this for me. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Please, thank you. JANE KLEINERT: Yeah, there's no way to -- they didn't have 

thank you. They didn't have this is really cool, things like that. AUDIENCE MEMBER: Social comments. 

JANE KLEINERT: Social comments, yeah. And so what they did after they watched the tape, like all of us 

do, they put the social comments that appear on his little pages everywhere, okay. Yeah? AUDIENCE 

MEMBER: The kids aren't talking. JANE KLEINERT: Right, right. So this was -- this was new, and so what 

your intervention is, what do they say that we should do with AAC? Everybody uses it, okay. There's 

another tape we can use sometime, and it's universal design, where the teacher is reading from a book 

and you have to answer questions, okay. And so she just made a poster which had the answers to all the 

questions. And everybody answered the questions the same way Hunter did, okay. So he came up and 

answered the questions by touching the picture. Her friend -- his friends came up and touched the 

picture and said the answer, okay. So we need to go in and really model for the other students, right? So 

they're free to use his system. Sometimes everybody's worried for somebody else to touch it, you 

know? And what we want to get across to the teacher and the kids, it's okay to touch it. There's a 

hysterical one that we have. I ran this one instead, but he's at a computer and they just put on that 

stinks. Okay, so they changed, they added comments. And his friends are there and they're hitting that 

stinks, that stinks. And they were rolling on the floor, all three of them. It's really, really good. And then 

his friends get like too rowdy, so he hits wait a minute. And they stand back and he kind of regroups 

himself because he's like, you people are crazy. And he calms down and then they start again. So we 

learned from watching that there wasn't nearly enough social commentary on there. there was just all 

this -- and that's what we do. I mean, I do that. You know, you put on all these things you're going to 

want and you forget you need to say thank you, you know, and play with me. What do you want to play? 

He never asked her what he wanted to play. He said go get the hat. So there's a lot of social things that 

we forget. But it's a fun tape because the iPad and technology period are kid magnets, okay. Kids loves 

switches. They love anything that you bring in. Okay.  


